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ABSTRACT

Embedded simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) aims at providing real-time performances with restrictive hardware resources of advanced perception functions. Localization methods based on visible cameras include image processing functions that require frame memory management. This work reduces the dynamic range of input frame and evaluates the accuracy and robustness of real-time SLAM algorithms with quantified frames. We show that the input data can be reduced up to 62% and 75% while maintaining a similar trajectory error lower than 0.15m compared to full precision input images.

Index Terms— SLAM, localization, image processing, embedded systems, real-time, frame reduction

1. INTRODUCTION

Real-time localization methods such as simultaneous localization and mapping/visual-inertial odometry (SLAM/VIO) are used in the context of autonomous and mobile systems, such as service robots, MAVs (micro air vehicles) and AR/VR (augmented/virtual reality) devices. These algorithms implement advanced functions that must provide real-time performances with restrictive hardware resources.

The goal in embedded SLAM is to minimize the power consumption, memory consumption, latency while maintaining real-time processing. Many works have implemented SLAM/VIO algorithms in different embedded platforms to demonstrate that parameters have to be fine-tuned for real-time performances. In [1], the number of extracted features in image processing functions has been reduced to 40% in average for the VIO methods implemented in two hardware platforms for MAVs, ODROID and UpBoard. The works in [2] proposes the implementation of advanced localization functions in an energy-efficient accelerator for AR/VR applications. It proposes to reduce the use of frame buffers in the VIO front-end by a factor of 4 by applying the quantization process on the input frame that minimizes the localization error.

This work aims at reducing the memory footprint of SLAM/VIO algorithms by evaluating the impact of the pixel dynamic reduction on the accuracy and the robustness of the localization. Our main contribution shows that we can reduce the memory footprint of frame buffers with the quantization of input frames while maintaining the error of localization equivalent to the one obtained with full precision images in various SLAM/VIO front-end techniques. The goal is to define a dynamic reduction method that includes pixels stream as illustrated in Figure 1.

This paper is organized as follows: the used quantization methods are described in Section 2. In Section 3 the SLAM/VIO algorithms selection are detailed. Then, Section 4 provides the methodology employed and the experimental results.

2. QUANTIZATION METHODS FOR MEMORY FOOTPRINT REDUCTION

The quantization methods used to reduce the memory footprint are based on the dynamic reduction of the entire input image or per block of pixels. Three approaches are used, the median cut (MC) [3], the block-wise quantization (BW) [2] and the naive quantization method (NV). The latter is used to reduce the pixel dynamics for reference purposes. It involves assigning the value of the corresponding bin that contains the intensity value to the pixel.
2.1. Median cut quantization

The median cut method [3] is a pixel value quantization approach used to generate a range of $2^n$ intensity values, with $n$ the number of bits (cf. Algo. 1). The output of the algorithm is a 2D array, representing the pixels map, associated with a small table containing the candidate pixel values (average of each subarray). The stored values in the 2D array are the position of the candidate pixel value in the table. This method represents the input pixels in $\log_2 n$ bit(s). The data reduction is up to 87% for a 1 bit per pixel representation with an input image resolution of 752 × 480.

Algorithm 1 Median Cut algorithm
1. Move all pixels into a single array
2. Sort each intensity values
3. Find the median of the array
4. Cut the array by the median index
5. Compute the average of each subarray
6. Repeat from 3. to obtain a palette of $2^n$ intensity values

2.2. Block-wise quantization

The block-wise quantization method [2] quantizes the input image per block of $N \times N$ pixels, with $N$ corresponding to the size of pixels. Algorithm 2 describes that each intensity value in the $N \times N$ block is either equal to the defined threshold or the minimum value. This technique represents every pixel in the image divided into blocks of size $N$ in 1 bit, the threshold and the minimum value in 8 bit each. Therefore, a $4 \times 4$, $8 \times 8$ and $16 \times 16$ block is quantized for a 2 bits, 1.25 bits and 1.06 bits per pixel representation respectively. The percentage of data reduction is calculated based on $(nb_{px} + n)/8$, with $nb_{px}$ the number of pixels in the input image. With a $752 \times 480$ image, the data reduction for each block size configuration corresponds to 75%, 84% and 87% respectively.

Algorithm 2 Block-wise quantization function

\[
\text{block} = N \times N \quad \triangleright N = 4, 8 \text{ or } 16 \\
\text{for each pixel} (i, j) \text{ in } N \times N \text{ block do} \\
\quad \text{Find max()} \text{ and min()} \text{ values} \\
\quad \text{thresh} = (\text{max} + \text{min})/2 \quad \triangleright \text{Define a threshold} \\
\quad \text{if} \ \text{value}(i, j) \geq \text{thresh} \ \text{then} \\
\quad \quad \text{value}(i, j) = \text{thresh} \\
\quad \text{else} \\
\quad \quad \text{value}(i, j) = \text{min}
\]

3. SLAM/VIO ALGORITHMS SELECTION

There is a wide variety of SLAM and VIO methods available in the literature. We identified and selected three localization methods based on the criteria of localization accuracy and computational complexity. As we want to measure the robustness of localization algorithms as a function of the reduction of the pixel dynamics, we have selected methods whose front ends are either based on feature tracking (FT) [4] or feature detection and description (FD) [5] techniques.

For this study we have chosen 3 methods that have been ported to embedded hardware targets. Each one of them represent different trade-offs between computational complexity and localization accuracy.

ORBSLAM3 [6] is a multi-map visual-inertial SLAM system based on FD that relies on the maximum a posteriori estimation. The method has been implemented on Raspberry Pi 3B+ and Jetson embedded platforms [7, 8].

KimeraVIO [9] is the first module of the Kimera’s architecture and provides the estimated localization based on FT. KimeraVIO has been used on Jetson TX2 [10].

VINSFusion [11] is based on VINSMono [12] and also uses FT as the early stage of the pipeline. In [1], VINSMono has been implemented on the ODROID and UpBoard embedded platforms.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. Methods

In order to evaluate the robustness of localization to the reduction of image dynamics we set up an execution pipeline that transforms the input images according to the three selected quantization methods (cf. Fig. 2). The input images feed the dynamic reduction methods to output the naive method, the median cut or the block-wise. The input of the SLAM/VIO methods include inertial measurements and the frames with dynamic reduction. The absolute trajectory error root mean square error (ATE RMSE) is computed based on the difference of the aligned estimated trajectory ($\hat{E}$) to the ground truth ($E_{gt}$) with the $SE(3)$ Umeyama alignment.

The default configurations have been used for ORBSLAM3 [6] and VINSFusion [11]. In order to compare
KimeraVIO [9] with these algorithms, three parameters have been modified. The autoInitialize is set as true to initialize the process with inertial measurements instead of the provided ground truth from the dataset. The parameters deterministic_random_number_generator is set to false and ransac_randomize to true. The evaluation of the trajectory from the ground truth is based on the ATE RMSE metric [13] with the evo package [14] (version 1.13.5 and relying on Python version 3.6.9).

The Euroc dataset [15] has been used to assess the accuracy of the localization with quantified input images. It provides 11 sequences recorded by an UAV equipped with a visual-inertial sensor unit providing stereo frames and inertial measurements. The Vicon sequences have been used in this study. They present various characteristics from slow motion with bright scene to fast motion with motion blur for the difficult sequences. Each sequence has been pre-processed with the dynamic reduction methods and then injected into each localization methods to retrieve the corresponding estimated trajectory. The accuracy error results of non-deterministic localization methods were computed over 100 runs for the three quantization methods per sequence. Therefore, we had a total of 54000 runs.

4.2. Performance analysis

In order to define the right quantization method, the localization error for each SLAM/VIO algorithms is plotted as a function of the data reduction method. Figures 3 and 4 show the variability of the localization error. The baseline of comparison is referred as 8bpp (8 bits/px). The median cut and naive quantization is denoted as 7bpp to 1bpp. The block-wise quantization is denoted as blockN with N, the size of the block. The quantization configurations are defined as the dynamic reduction range and are sorted in ascending order based on the percentage of data reduction. For each configuration, the boxplots correspond from left to right to the results with the Euroc sequences V101, V102, V103, V201, V202, V203. Easy sequences are denoted as V101, V201, moderate ones as V102, V202 and difficult ones as V103, V203.

In Figure 3, KimeraVIO presents a performance of localization similar to the baseline with significant dynamic reduction, especially for the easy and moderate sequences. In V201, the accuracy of the 1bpp configuration is even higher than the 8bpp but the localization is highly deteriorated for the hardest sequences with 1bpp. The block4 configuration results show that the accuracy is similar to the baseline with a memory footprint reduction of 75%. The results of VINSFusion show that the variability of error is increasing for a majority of sequences with quantified input images especially for hard sequences. Easy sequences are not impacted by the significant data reduction except for the block16 configuration.

The NV results are shown in Figure 4 from 8bpp to 1bpp. This method provides globally similar results to the median cut algorithm but with less stable behavior. The latter provides a higher accuracy on the low dynamic reduction, such as 2bpp and 1bpp for KimeraVIO and VINSFusion. In Figure 4c), the localization error is below 0.1m for all sequences until the 4bpp configuration. No data has been retrieved from the 1bpp configuration on V203 as the input image does not provide enough textures for FD.

Figure 5 shows the variability of the localization error for SLAM algorithms with loop closure (lc) parameter activated with KimeraVIO-lc in 5a), VINSFusion-lc in 5b) and
Figure 6 shows the median of the localization error for KimeraVIO, VINSFusion and ORBSLAM3 with MC, NV and BW methods on the difficult sequences. The VIO accuracy has small variation of the localization error while significantly reducing the input dynamic range data up to 87%. ORBSLAM3 is robust until 3bpp for MC and NV. The BW quantization allows a median accuracy similar to full precision images with a data reduction up to 87%. The V203 sequence results for KimeraNV have an important loss of accuracy. The accuracy similar to 8bpp is then retrieved at 2bpp. Results for KimeraMC show low localization errors with a high data reduction.

The choice of the dynamic reduction method depends on the SLAM method and the difficulty of the dataset. Overall, the block4 configuration proposes a good tradeoff between the input data reduction of 75% and the equivalent accuracy with the baseline.

5. CONCLUSION

This work proposes to evaluate the robustness of SLAM/VIO algorithms based on different front-end techniques with quantified input images with data reduction up to 87%. Three data reduction approaches have been selected, the median cut, the block-wise and the naive quantization methods.

Overall, we show that real-time localization methods are robust to the dynamic reduction of input pixels. The proposed algorithms maintain a similar accuracy to the full precision baseline. It is also highly dependent to the difficulty of the dataset. The results shows that SLAM/VIO methods are robust to quantized images up to 3bpp for the median cut and with the block4 configuration for all datasets. These configurations provide a data reduction of 62% and 75% respectively. The latter offers a good tradeoff between accuracy, robustness and percentage of data reduction.

This study leads to the following perspectives. The memory footprint reduction in SLAM functions where frame buffers are used. This would quantify the impact of the dynamic range reduction on specific parts of the pipelines. It requires a review of the localization implementation based on restrictive resources available. Then, the reduction of the input pixels dynamic range from cameras characteristics used for real-time localization systems.
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